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Few-electron ground states of charge-tunable self-assembled quantum dots
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The few-electron ground states of self-assembled InAs quantum dots are investigated using high-resolution
capacitance spectroscopy in magnetic fields up to 23 T. The level structure reveals distinct shells which are
labeled ass-, p-, andd-like according to their symmetry. Our measurements enable us to resolve the single-
electron charging not only of the lowest (s) state with two electrons but also of the second lowest (p) state
with four electrons as pronounced maxima in the capacitance spectra. Furthermore, two peaks at higher energy
can be attributed to charging of thed shell with the first two electrons. We discuss the energy spectrum in
terms of spatial quantization energy, Coulomb blockade, and many-particle effects. At aroundB515 T we
observe a magnetic-field-induced intermixing of thep andd shell. Additional fine structure in the capacitance
spectra is observed and discussed both in terms of nearest-neighbor Coulomb interactions and monolayer
fluctuations of the dot size.@S0163-1829~97!01835-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor quantum dots can be considered as a
cial atoms. In fact, as in natural atoms, these small electro
systems have a discrete spectrum of energy levels. The
fining potential of quantum dots, however, is different fro
the Coulomb potential of atoms. It arises from the interp
of band offsets and charges that surround the confined e
trons. Using field effect devices it is possible to fabrica
quantum dots with a voltage-tunable number of electro
The few-electron ground states of such dots have been s
ied experimentally by several techniques such as sin
electron capacitance spectroscopy1 and single-electron
tunneling.2,3 Most studies have been performed on lith
graphically defined quantum dots with a lateral confinem
length of about 100 nm.1–4 For these systems, the energy f
adding a single electron is usually dominated by Coulo
charging effects. For smaller dots, which can be direc
grown by self-assembly,5,6 the spatial quantization energ
becomes more important. Furthermore, the artificial ato
discussed here are not exactly identical. Therefore the en
spectra of dot arrays may show the interplay between int
sic effects of individual dots and properties of the dot e
semble.

Previous studies of capacitance spectroscopy on la
scale arrays of self-assembled InAs quantum dots have d
onstrated the strong spatial quantization due to the small
diameter of about 20 nm.7 Recently the single-electro
charging of thes shell was reported.8,9 The goal of the stud-
ies presented here was to resolveall discrete many-electron
ground states and to study the magnetic-field dependenc
the p shell. A high-resolution capacitance technique10 en-
ables us to examine small dot ensembles. The number of
is thereby drastically reduced as compared to prior exp
560163-1829/97/56~11!/6764~6!/$10.00
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ments on self-assembled dots which averaged over m
than 106 dots.7–9 The results presented here are obtained
ensembles where the number of dots ranges from one t
sand to several tens of thousand. Due to the reduced in
mogeneous broadening we observe the single-electron ch
ing of the p and d shell in the capacitance spectra of su
self-assembled quantum dots. We are able to determine
Coulomb blockade as a function of electron number per d
A magnetic fieldB applied perpendicular to the plane of o
oblate dots lifts the orbital degeneracy of thep shell. From
the dispersion of the splitting we derive a transport effect
mass which is distinctly different from the one obtained fro
spectroscopic studies. AtB515 T we observe a magnetic
field-induced crossover from ap- to a d-like ground state.
All this information gives us a complete picture of the ev
lution of the ground-state energies of self-assembled d
with electron occupation and magnetic field allowing a qua
titative comparison with theory. In addition to the quantiz
energy states of noninteracting dots the capacitance sp
exhibit a highly reproducible fine structure that reflects e
semble properties. Interdot interactions and monolayer fl
tuations of the dot heights as possible causes for this a
tional structure are discussed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The samples are grown by molecular-beam epitaxy, g
erating InAs dots in the Stranski-Krastanow grow
mode.5–9,11–14 The dots are embedded into a suitably d
signed MIS~metal-isolator-semiconductor!-type GaAs/AlAs
heterostructure, as described in Refs. 7 and 8. Figure 1 sh
the essential layer sequence and a sketch of the conduc
band edge. The layer sequence starting from the substra
as follows: buffer consisting of an AlAs/GaAs superlatti
6764 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 6765FEW-ELECTRON GROUND STATES OF CHARGE- . . .
~period 4 nm!; GaAs back contact layer, Si doped
431018 cm23; GaAs tunnel barrier; the self-assembl
quantum dots within the plane of an InAs wetting laye
undoped GaAs layer; blocking barrier consisting of an AlA
GaAs superlattice~period 4 nm!; GaAs cap layer. The dot
are distributed within the plane of the wetting layer with
density in the range of 1010 cm22.8 From atomic force mi-
crographs of similarly grown samples we estimate the In
dots to be approximately 20 nm in diameter and 7 nm
height.5 They are remarkably uniform in size with their d
ameters and thicknesses fluctuating by only about 10%5,6

Ohmic contacts to the back contact are made with allo
AuGe. On the crystal surface metal electrodes are define
electron-beam lithography and thermal evaporation. The a
A of this front gate determines the number of dots in
ensembles under investigation. Samples withA514, 89, and
656 mm2 were studied. The number of electrons per dot c
be tuned with the bias applied between the gate and the
contact.

Measuring the capacitance-voltage~CV! characteristics of
our devices allows us to study the electronic ground state
the dots. An increased capacitance signal with respect to
background reflects the gate voltage at which single e
trons are injected into the dots. In a simple perturbat
model of theN-electron ground-state energies the differen
in gate voltage between two successive peaks is sepa
into terms for the electron-electron interaction and, whene
the two peaks are attributed to the filling of energetica

FIG. 1. ~a! Layer sequence of our devices. The InAs dots
distributed within the plane sandwiched between two GaAs lay
~b! Sketch of the conduction-band edgeEc with respect to the
Fermi level EF along the growth direction for gate voltages
which no electrons are in the InAs dots. The indicated distan
define the lever arm according tot tot /tb ~in our case equal 7! which
converts voltage into energy differences.
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different single-electron states, for the spatial quantizat
energy.4,15

The small capacitance of the self-assembled dot array
measured by a high-resolution capacitance bridge.10 The
technique is similar to the one applied by Ashooriet al.1,16

The signal at the balance point is detected with a pha
sensitive amplifier via an on-chip impedance transform
Voltage differences at the amplifier are proportional to c
pacitance values via a conversion factor containing the sh
capacitance of the balance point. The CV characteristic
the sample with the largest areaA5656mm2 are measured
using a more direct technique which yields current sign
proportional to the absolute capacitance. The advantage
principal reason for the high resolution of the bridge me
surements is the drastically reduced shunt capacitance
therefore noise level. In the measurements of the small-s
samples the noise level was reduced to about 20 nV at
balance point for a time constant of a few seconds enab
us to resolve capacitance changes as small as 4 aF. All m
surements discussed below were performed at liquid-hel
temperature (T54.2 K! with an excitation amplitude of 4
mV and a frequency of 170 kHz.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Quantized energy states of noninteracting dots

Figure 2 shows the CV traces of three samples with d
ferent gate areas recorded atB50. The traces have bee
scaled by different multiplication factors and are offset f

e
s.

s

FIG. 2. Differential capacitance as a function of gate volta
recorded on samples with gate areasA514, 89, and 656mm2 ~from
top to bottom! at B50. The capacitance scale is given for th
sample withA5656mm2 which has a total capacitance of 0.5 pF
Vg521.2 V. All other traces have been scaled by the indica
factors~within about 30% accuracy! and offset for clarity. Assum-
ing a uniform density of 100 dots permm2 the different gate areas
of the samples contain dot numbers from 1400 to 70 000. The
plitude and frequency of the excitation voltage aredV54 mV and
f 5170 kHz, respectively. For the samples withA514 and 89
mm2 the single-electron charging of thep shell can clearly be re-
solved~denoted by the arrows forA589mm2).
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6766 56B. T. MILLER et al.
clarity.17 The samples are prepared from the same wa
diced out of an area of about 20 mm2. Assuming a uniform
density of 100 dots permm2, the number of dots undernea
the gates ranges from 1400 to 70 000. At low gate volta
Vg,21.2 V, the capacitive signal is determined by t
parallel-plate capacitor formed by the back contact and fr
gate. The increase of the signal at large positive gate volt
Vg.0.3 V, reflects the charging of a two-dimensional ele
tron gas in the InAs wetting layer. The well-resolved doub
structure at aroundVg520.8 V arises from the charging o
the dots with the first two electrons. We attribute the
maxima to thes shell. We expect a fourfold degeneracy
the p shell, and thus four peaks at a higher gate voltage
previous studies, however, the individual charging peaks
the p shell were not resolved due to inhomogeneous bro
ening in the dot ensemble investigated with mm2 large gate
areas.7–9 Figure 2 shows that in our largest sample withA
5656mm2 the broadening is still too strong for the fou
peaks of thep shell to be resolved. One broad should
aroundVg520.25 V is observed. By decreasing the char
teristic gate length below about 10mm, inhomogeneous
broadening due to long-range dot size variations is su
ciently reduced so that for the samples withA589 and 14
mm2 the charging of thep shell with four individual elec-
trons is observed.

The classification of the capacitance maxima accordin
the angular momenta of the shells is further confirmed by
magnetic-field dependence of the corresponding charg
peaks. Figure 3~a! shows the CV traces of the sample wi
A589mm2 for magnetic fields between 0 and 23 T, orient
perpendicular to the sample surface. The curves have b
offset for clarity. The double structure of thes shell is only
little affected by the magnetic field whereas the four maxi
of the p shell exhibit a magnetic-field-dependent splittin
with two peaks decreasing with magnetic field and two
creasing forB,15 T. At small positive gate voltage tw
more peaks can be identified exhibiting a negative magne
field dependence forB,15 T. We associate them to th
charging of thed shell with the first two electrons. At aroun
15 T the magnetic-field dependence of the four highest
served maxima changes. Figure 3~b! displays the gate volt-
age positions of the dominant features against magnetic
as extracted from Fig. 3~a!. To get a rough estimate for th
corresponding energy scale we can divide the gate vol
differences by the lever arm~see Fig. 1!. Screening of the
gate potential by charges in the dots as well as by im
charges is neglected in this approximation. The level str
ture is found to be atomlike with energy states comparabl
shells. The many-electron ground states of self-assem
quantum dots are resolved as individual charging peaks
up to eight electrons in the dots.

Although deviations from a parabolic confining potent
in our self-assembled dots have been observed,9 we compare
for the sake of simplicity the magnetic-field dependence
the data with the Fock model, i.e., a single-particle mo
which assumes a two-dimensional parabolic late
confinement.19 For B50 the energy-level diagram consis
of equidistant energy statesEn,l5(2n1u l u11)\v0 , where
\v0 is the quantization energy andl is the angular quantum
number, l 50,61,62,... ~for all states observed in our ex
periments the quantum numbern is zero!. The degeneracy o
r,
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a state with energy (m11)\v0 is 2(m11)with m52n
1u l u. As mentioned above we approximate the action of
electron-electron interaction by adding a corresponding te
to the Fock states which lifts the degeneracy of the sta
According to the quantum numberl we have used the term
s shell (l 50) for the double peak at large negative ga
voltages,p shell (l 561) for the four maxima at small nega
tive gate voltages andd shell (l 522)for the two maxima at
small positive gate voltage. Due to the charging of the w
ting layer atVg.0.3 V, we are only able to observe two o
the expected sixd levels at high magnetic fields.

As can be deduced from Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, the Coulomb
charging energy depends on the number of electrons in
dots. At B50 we measureDVg

125132 mV for the two

FIG. 3. ~a! Differential capacitance of the sample withA
589mm2 at different magnetic fields applied in the growth dire
tion. The traces are offset for clarity. From top to bottom the m
netic field is increased in steps of 1 T from B50 to 23 T. ~b!
Magnetic-field dependence of the individual charging peaks
tracted from~a!. The size of the symbols shows the accuracy for
determination of the peak positions which is about65 mV.
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maxima in thes shell andDVg
34561 mV andDVg

56567 mV
for the first two and last two maxima in thep shell, respec-
tively. The two peaks associated to thed shell can only be
observed forB.7 T because of the strong increase of t
capacitance in the corresponding gate voltage range du
the wetting layer. ForB57 T we getDVg

78565 mV. The
dependence of the Coulomb charging energy on the num
of occupied states can be explained by the effective dot
which changes for different energy states according to
corresponding wave functions.2,3 Our data show that the
Coulomb charging energy of the present self-assemb
quantum dots is drastically different for thes and p shell,
whereas the difference between thep and d shell is negli-
gible. The observed dependence of the Coulomb blockad
the number of electrons in the dots agrees well with a rec
many-particle theory by Wojs and Hawrylak in which th
few-electron ground states of similar self-assembled qu
tum dots is calculated.20

For the gate voltage difference between the states w
two and three electrons in thep shell atB50 we measure
the large value ofDVg

455128 mV, which is nearly twice as
large asDVg

34 and DVg
56. The observation of the enhance

value forDVg
45 is corroborated by the strong curvature of t

correspondingp levels forB,2 T, which can be observed i
Fig. 3~b!. Anisotropy of the dots may partly explain th
observation.21 An additional quantization term due to the a
isotropy of the dots will increaseDVg

45 with respect to
DVg

34 and DVg
56. Far-infrared ~FIR! experiments on very

similar dots show a splitting of thev1 andv2 modes atB
50 which is explained by the anisotropy of the dots.9 This
splitting, however, amounts to about 2 meV corresponding
a gate voltage difference of only about 15 mV. Wojs a
Hawrylak predicted that even for isotropic dotsDVg

45 should
be considerably larger thanDVg

34 and DVg
56 due to an

exchange-interaction term.20 The filling of the dots with elec-
trons should obey Hund’s rules similar to the situation
atomic spectra. For a single lithographically defined quant
dot such a behavior has recently been observed in studie
single-electron tunneling.3 Similarly, we attribute the large
value ofDVg

45 in our system predominantly to this exchan
interaction.

With the gate voltage differenceDVg
125132 mV we can

determine thes-shell charging energy of the isolated dot
be 21.5 meV where the lever arm as well as screening by
gates has been taken into account.9,22 With this energy we
estimate the characteristic length of the ground statel 0 and
therefore the quantization energy\v0 to l 055.3 nm and
\v0544 meV.23 These values nicely demonstrate that in o
system the quantization energy is about a factor or two la
than the Coulomb charging energies. The values for the
ergies are in very good agreement with the ones obtaine
capacitance and infrared transmission spectroscopy on la
scale dot arrays.7,9

We will now analyze in detail the magnetic-field depe
dence of the capacitance spectra. According to the theor
Fock the energyE0,l depends on magnetic field as

E0,l5~ u l u11!\A~vc/2!21v0
21 l\vc/2, ~1!

where \vc5\eB/m* is the cyclotron energy. The sligh
increase in gate voltage of the structure of thes shell
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( l 50) with magnetic field reflects the diamagnetic shift co
tained in the first term ofE0,l . The splitting of the two
branches of thep shell (l 561) is expected to be linear in
magnetic field according to Eq.~1! with a slope yielding an
effective mass of the electron system. For 2 T,B,13 T we
observe a linear dependence and can thus extract an effe
mass of m* 5(0.05760.007)me . The change of the
magnetic-field dependence of the highest four obser
maxima at aroundB515 T can only be explained by
change of the quantum numbers for the correspond
ground states. In fact, calculations of Wojs and Hawry
confirm this statement.20 They predict that a magnetic-field
induced intermixing of thep and d shell should occur at
around B515 T in remarkably good agreement with o
observation. We can extract a gate voltage difference at
crossover point ofDVg

675115 mV. It should be mentioned
that the Fock energy states—with\v0544 meV andm*
50.057me—describe the magnetic-field dependence of
experimentally determined capacitance maxima well wit
the accuracy of the measurements when the different sin
electron states are offset by phenomenological energies
responding to the Coulomb charging energies and the z
field splitting of the two branches of thep shell ~plot not
shown here!.

The effective mass ofm* 5(0.05760.007)me as derived
from the orbital splitting of the individual charging peaks
the p shell in capacitance measurements is distinctly diff
ent from the one obtained from spectroscopic studies.
experiments yield a value ofm* 5(0.08260.008)me for a
sample from the same wafer. The observation indicates
the Fock model is insufficient for a quantitative descripti
of the experimental results. Considerable nonparabolic te
in the confinement potential might explain the discrepan
between the masses. On the other hand, in a parabolic po
tial where FIR experiments probe the bare effective mas
unaffected by electron-electron interactions—24 in transport
measurements electron-electron interactions contribute to
mass, resulting in a dressed mass.25 For two-dimensional
electron gases this effect is well known. Different values
the effective mass were observed for transport and spec
scopic experiments with the dressed mass being slig
larger than the bare one.25 However, we observe the contrar
for quantum dots where the transport mass is about 2
smaller than the FIR one. It is also important to note th
both masses are considerably higher than the conduc
band edge mass of InAs,m* 50.023me , and are closer to
the one of GaAs,m* 50.067me . This can be explained by
the penetration of the dot wave function into the GaAs~Ref.
26! and additional effects of strain and nonparabolicity ink
space.9,27

All of the discussion above reflects that we can quant
tively explain the dominant features in the measured cap
tance spectra by the shell structure of the electron state
our artificial atoms assuming the dots to be equal and n
interacting. A more complex model involving the entire d
ensemble, however, is needed to explain small additio
structure which can be observed in the CV spectra of
small area samples.

B. Ensemble properties

The gray scale plots in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! depict the
capacitance as a function of gate voltage and magnetic
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for the same sample as in Fig. 3~a!. Between the measure
ments of Figs. 3~a!, 4~a!, and 4~b! the sample was thermall
cycled. White areas in Fig. 4 correspond to maxima, bla
areas to minima in the capacitance. Here the backgroun
the raw data is subtracted to obtain a better contrast.
additional maxima within thes, p, andd shells essentially
show the same magnetic-field dependence as the dom
ones which, as shown above, correspond to the quant
energy states of noninteracting dots. A thorough investi
tion of the correlation between these peaks reveals that
can be grouped in sets. Each of these sets is essentia
replica of the spectrum of the main maxima shifted
roughly 640 mV @corresponding to approximately6~5–6!
meV# or multiples thereof with respect to the main spectru

Systematic measurements show that warming up
cooling down the sample changes the amplitude of this
structure. The energetic spacing of the additional struct
however, is highly reproducible, even when different fo
ward and reverse gate voltages are applied during the coo
procedure or when the cool down time is varied. Theref
the replica cannot be explained by a random backgro
potential caused by frozen charges of the intentional or
intentional doping. One may, however, invoke fluctuatio
of the background charge in our samples to account for
change in theamplitudeof the additional peaks with therma
cycling. The energetic fluctuations due to the backgrou
charge must be much smaller than the observed spacin
the replica.

FIG. 4. Gray-scale plots of the capacitance of the same sam
as in Fig. 3~a! for different thermal cycles. Data are recorded up
13 and 14.5 T, respectively. The background of the raw data
been subtracted to obtain a better contrast. It can clearly be
that the amplitude of the additional structure changes for differ
measurements, the energetic spacing between the replica, how
does not.
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One possible explanation for the systematically shif
spectra are monolayer fluctuations of the dot heights. F
tuations where the height for different dots in the ensembl
assumed to vary uniformly by one or more monolayers w
essentially result in a discrete offset of the threshold g
voltage. The lateral quantization energy will only be sligh
affected. Numerical calculations of the ground-state energ
of dots with different geometries support this argument.28 An
energy difference of approximately 6 meV is obtained fo
monolayer change of the height assuming both lens-sha
dots and truncated pyramidal dots.

Another possible cause for the observed fine struct
could be the nearest-neighbor interdot Coulomb interact
Assuming clustering of dots an additional Coulomb ene
will be necessary to charge a dot whose nearest-neighbo
has already been charged. For an estimate of such an inte
interaction energy the nearest-neighbor distance of our
has to be known. Recent results for similar self-assemb
quantum dots indicate that this distance is typically twice
dot diameter and often much smaller than the average s
ing between two dots as estimated from the d
density.18,29,30With such small nearest-neighbor distances
terdot Coulomb interactions again yield energies compara
to the observed energy difference between the replica.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we employ high-resolution capacitance sp
troscopy to study the few-electron ground states of s
assembled quantum dots. We resolve Coulomb charg
peaks in thep andd shell of the capacitance spectrum. W
are therefore able to determine the Coulomb charging ene
as a function of electron number per dot. A splitting of t
states with two and three electrons in thep shell indicates the
importance of the exchange energy similar to Hund’s rule
atomic spectra. Furthermore, the orbital splitting of thep
shell yields a transport effective mass ofm* 5(0.057
60.007)me . This mass is significantly lower than the effe
tive mass deduced from FIR spectroscopic studies. T
might be explained by the nonparabolicity of the confin
ment potential or by many-particle effects that are known
result in different masses in high- and low-frequency tra
port studies. Experiments in high magnetic field up to 23
show a magnetic-field-induced ground-state transition. Thp
shell and thed shell intermix atB515 T. Below 15 T the
fifth and sixth electrons are filled intop-like states which
becomed like for higher fields. The observed behavior is
very good agreement with model calculations. Addition
fine structure is observed in the capacitance spectra of s
dot ensembles and discussed in terms of ensemble prope
such as interdot interactions and monolayer fluctuations
the dot heights.
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